
INTRODUCTION 

Tarot truly is my constant 
companion. We shuffle cards and 
lay them on our altar cloths like 
so many stars on a celestial map. 
Then deep dive towards the 
heavenly body of our feelings, 
desires, emotions and needs.  
This devotion is best kept simple 
and pleasurable. For decades my 
daily Tarot practice has guided 
me, my family, my clients and 
Community to the sweetness of 
our most innocent and 
unencumbered truths.  

Moon bb Magick Tarot is a 
colorful & original daily Tarot 
deck for the glorious love affair 
between you and your inner child. 
A deck for Tarot bb's & 
professionals, it is deconstructed 



Tarot, meant to give you visual 
spaciousness and ease to comfort 
and quiet your mind. Play with 
this lunar and rainbow theme 
deck which provides you the 
tactile joy of a moon flipbook! 
When fingered from the first card 
on the new moon ~ the Fool ~ to 
the final card our Queen of 
Waves, you will watch the 8 lunar 
phases oscillate before your eyes 
nearly 10 times. Moon bb Magick 
Tarot is filled to overflowing with 
the colors of the rainbow. The 22 
Major Arcana are a bold, full 
rainbow of rich saturated colors. 
The 56 Minor Arcana are another 
complete rainbow and I have 
renamed the suits: 
LASERS {wands} 
BLADES {swords} 
CAVES {pentacles} 
WAVES {cups}. 



The court cards are color gradient 
acting as an ombre ́ bridge to the 
next suit. Each card is collaged & 
adorned with one of the eight 
lunar phases to remind us that we 
are constantly ebbing and flowing 
with the cycles of life. The title of 
the Tarot card and a descriptive 
keyword is printed on a silhouette 
of Saddleback mountain, which is 
the local mountain in my forever 
home in Orange County 
California.  

Creating my take on Tarot meant 
that Moon bb Magick Tarot would 
have to look, sound, feel & BE my 
living values. That means this 
project is non culturally 
appropriative, inclusive to all 
beings with an array of non-
binary handprints, plants, 
animals & stones. I truly believe 



our need for Spiritual grounding 
through connecting with our inner 
child is more vitally important 
than ever due to the stressors of 
our modern life.  This time of 
intense change from the 
pandemic, our collective 
decolonial emergence & 
liberation and the crisis of our 
earth climate has changed every 
bit of our lives and the realities 
we are facing are reflected in this 
deck. All manufacturing and 
materials were sourced locally in 
southern California, with as earth 
friendly materials as I could 
possibly source. I felt incredibly 
fortunate to find a wonderful 
printer that could manufacture 
Moon bb Magick Tarot in 
Hollywood California just a short 
drive North from my home. The 
boxes are recycled Kraft paper 



and as simply adorned as I could 
create. Even the intention of this 
Unique Guidebook is created with 
multi purposes in mind for 
maximum usefulness. For your 
paperless experience of the Moon 
bb Magick Unique Guidebook 
including a forward by the 
wonderful Marytza K Rubio, Tarot 
Spreads and Witches Brews use 
the QR Code in the inside box 
bottom. There is also plenty of 
space to write your own keywords 
and reflections within the printed 
version. That means I needed this 
to be bound so you would be 
able to lay it flat in the kitchen 
when you are stirring your Brew 
or propping it up on your home 
Altar, conveniently open for easy 
access. I truly dream that the 
deep intentionality of the choices I 
have made resonates with you. 



All of these dreams come true are 
made possible by your generous 
crowdfunding of my first edition 
of Moon bb Magick Tarot Thank 
you dearly, you have touched me 
to my core.  

Moon bb Magick Tarot is the 
beginning of our destination 
together and is like starting in the 
ancient caves of our ancestors, 
surrounded by our handprints & 
paintings, collaged all around us 
in simple beauty. Welcome to the 
journey, 

Angela Mary ~ October 2020 


